2006 ford f150 power windows not working

Ford vehicles use electric motors to turn the window regulator in models equipped with power
windows. These motors can wear out, the fuses can blow, or other electrical problems could
occur that can prevent the window from moving properly. Troubleshooting most Ford electric
windows will take the average weekend mechanic about an hour. Check the fuses for burned
out filaments by pulling the appropriate fuse and viewing it. Most Fords will have transparent
fuses, and the filament can be checked with a bright light or in sunlight. Many Fords come with
a fuse puller located in the interior fuse block cover. This small puller is a simple pair of clips
that grab the edges of a blade-style fuse. There may be a secondary fuse block under the hood
on the driver's side wheel well. It has larger blade fuses for protecting the computer and
subsystems from damage. Replace any blown fuses and check the window's operation. Test the
window operation in relation to the other windows in the vehicle. If only one window is
inoperable but the others work, the problem could be a switch or a failing or bad electric motor.
Switch replacement is fairly easy in most Fords as they simply pop out of the door panel
openings with slight pressure from a screwdriver. Unplug the switch assembly, replace it with a
new unit and press it back into the door panel. Test the window for operation. Check the
window glass for excessive play or signs of a "slipped track. Repair this by removing the door
panel turn the armrest bolts and door handle screws counterclockwise, then disengage the pop
rivets and removing the motor by unplugging it along with the mount bolts. Replace the entire
window regulator if the hinges and internals cannot be repaired. Replace the motor by pressing
it into the window regulator gears, then securing the mount bolts and reconnecting it to the
harness. Replace the door panel and switches, then test the window. Check for operation of the
window with the engine on and off, and with the key in different positions. Some Fords are
notorious for having accessory issues related to the ignition switch. Intermittent windows, or
bizarre operation, could be indicative of this problem or an issue with the computer. During the
s and s, Ford computers were used to control a variety of accessories. Eli Laurens is a
ninth-grade physics teacher as well as a computer programmer and writer. He studied electrical
engineering and architecture at Southern Polytechnic University in Marietta, Ga. Step 1 Check
the fuses for burned out filaments by pulling the appropriate fuse and viewing it. Step 2 Test the
window operation in relation to the other windows in the vehicle. Step 3 Check the window
glass for excessive play or signs of a "slipped track. Socket set Fuses Fuse puller Circuit tester.
Use extreme caution when working on a Ford's electrical system or computer. Seven problems
related to power window have been reported for the Ford F The most recently reported issues
are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based
on all problems reported for the F The passenger in my vehicle tried rolling up the window while
at a stoplight and it would not go up. The window switch will work to roll the window down but
not to roll it up. After approximately 11 months the drivers side window is doing the same thing,
will go down but not up. With the window stuck in the down position, my vehicle is now
exposed to the elements, rain particularly, and I fear the water from the rain is going to affect
the rest of my door switches, and possibly ruin the leather seats and the power functions for my
seats as well. It is a distraction and a hazard to have to drive with the window down constantly.
The contact owns a Ford f The contact stated that all four window regulators failed and as a
result, she was unable to open or close the window. After several attempts, the window would
open however, it would fail to close. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where all four window
switches were replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The current mileage
was 57, and the approximate failure mileage was 53, The driver's side window regulator on my
Ford f has broken three times, I was able to get two replaced under warranty, but the third time
happened this last month, I am replacing it today. I believe from my experience, and from
thousands of forum entries citing the same thing, that Ford should recall this part. Information
redacted pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u. Power windows for the F not
working properly. I have many friends who own this type of truck and they are complaining of
the same thing. Window fell down while driving on the freeway. Loud noise as window fell
inside the door I almost crashed. Very close call. I have talked to many owners of this same
model , different years, all report the same problem. Failure of the drivers side power window
switch. Over a matter of months, the operation of the switch deteriorated. Initially, when the
drivers door window switch was pressed to close, the window would hesitate. This hesitation
became worse until the window would not close without repeated attempts to close the window.
At times, the window had to remain open overnight and at some point in time, the close button
would work again. There was no clear indicator to a condition that would initiate this problem,
nor was there any procedure to return the switch to operation aside from repeated attempts to
close the window. The matter was brought top the attention of Ford during the full warranty
period and the drivers door window switch assembly replaced. This repair appears to have
resolved the problem it has not occurred since. This incident is being reported after learning of

numerous others who have experienced this failure. These conversations were with others of F
and other Ford vehicles of the era. A high percentage have experienced this problem. However,
m large portion of people have experienced this condition shortly beyond the warranty period
and have had to live with the defective switch or pay for replacement. The large number of
people who have experienced this failure is indicative of a defect in the switch assembly. I took
the truck to a Ford dealer to be checked and they said the electrical box in the door needed to
be replaced and it was not under warranty. When the gentleman went to check the price for the
part he said he could not order it because they were out of stock due to the high demand for the
part. He also stated that since the part was unavailable it lead him to believe there is a big
problem with windows right now. Personally, I know there is a problem because I know three
other people who own Fords and they have problems too. My mother-in-law has a Ford explorer
which had the same problem two years ago, thankfully she was able to get it fixed through a
recall. We feel that a vehicle that is two years old should not be having such a problem. Please
investigate the problem for all Ford vehicles, not just the f, and you will see a huge problem. We
feel it is time for a recall. Car Problems. Power Window problem 1. Power Window problem 2.
Power Window problem 3. Power Window problem 4. Power Window problem 5. Power Window
problem 6. Power Window problem 7. Other Visibility related problems of the Ford F Power
Window problems 7. Exterior Rearview Mirror problems. Visibility problems. Wiper problems.
Ford F owners have reported problems related to power window under the visibility category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported for the F Rear passenger side
window regulator broke for second time allowing window to fall and shatter inside door while
driving in traffic on interstate. Very dangerous, very expensive. See all problems of the Ford F I
am not alone in a complaint about the fuel canister being a problem on the f I have complained
about this twice now- others in the forum are doing the same. The vapor canister in the engine
compartment becomes faulty and the engines stall or runs rough- when it stalls, it is impossible
to steer. It's a simple fix- yet can be dangerous if someone with strong arm strength cannot turn
the vehicle or use the breaks. This has to be looked at. I should have been reimbursed! Seems
Ford has a mega defect with bad design on their f power rear windows with the heat grids going
bad- this happened at maybe the same time, and unless I spend dollars, I have no rear-window
defogging- this was nearly a 50k vehicle, and just started to fall apart after the warranty. This is
a bad design- if ice and all in the south, many do not have the preparations for this I grew up in
the north. I still can't defrost my rear window , but have a scraper 3. High mount brake lightseems, Ford refuses to fix a bad design for faulty high mount third brake light- cheap gasket will
fade, and many of use myself recently have problems with water dripping inside the cab- plus
bucks for a new one? The fuel canister making the vesicle stall is dangerous. And I feel Ford
should address this. Shame- no quality! Temperature 15 degrees within a few minutes of leaving
a store parking lot and now driving down the highway a few miles I heard a loud bang many
others posted say it sounds like a 22 caliber shot gun I looked around and saw the rear pass
sliding window shattered but still intact. This is the first time I had to use the rear defroster as it
was snowing sleeting outside. I have had this truck for 2 years and never had to use it. Now
when I get home I decide to google search this and couldn't believe how common this is. Turn
out there is a problem and Ford will not make it right unless you are very lucky and persistent.
The heating element gets so hot that it shatters the glass. They claim glass is not covered. Its
not the glass, its the heating element. I called 3 local dealers today and 2 of the three said they
knew about this but Ford wont offer compensation. I was told to call the insurance and file a
claim. I also called Ford customer care center and told them what I had learned and it was all
over the Ford forums and the internet. Same scenario for all of us. I am just glad that I didn't
have a child in the rear pass seat and had this happen or had the glass shatter all over the child.
Worse yet I was told today that no windows were available for 10 days. Hmm makes you wonder
why?. Rear passenger window regulator stopped working and window fell into door. Had my
daughter done this while driving she would have been scared by the loud popping noise and
potentially crashed into object injuring herself and or others. This is a common problem and
Ford needs to recall the trucks with the plastic parts and falty mechanism. Search the web and
there are hundreds of vehicles with the same issue. Years Ford needs to recall!!. I cannot afford
this and feel it is a Ford problem of defects. And should be paid at their expense. As I seen
many complaints from Ford customers of this problem. Please help Ford customer resolve and
fix this. Thanks [xxxx] information redacted pursuant to the freedom of information act foia , 5 u.
Over the past several years three of the four window in my Ford f have fallin at different times
window regulator. Ford refused to pay for the repair and I was told they know about the
problem, however, were not going to issue a recall. This week my 4th window regulator broke
causing the window to fall again while in a shopping center parking lot. I advised Ford this was

unsafe and how can anyone secure a vehicle with faulty window regulators. Someone could
lose control of their vehicle if this occurs during driving and this issue should be addressed. I
was driving and the rear window popped, smelled like an electrical fire. Truck is still at the shop
they cannot id the issue I fear that if only the glass is replaced that this issue will reoccur. Got
into vehicle, started, and immediately loud popping sounds came from under the engine, and
worse when put into reverse. Luckily had 2 hobby mechanics, that I work with, come take a
look. They immediately determined that one of my spark plugs had backed-out. They took the
cover off and determined it was the 1st spark plug, and luckily the threads were in good shape.
Put spark plug back in, and vehicle started fine after that. If this happens again, could leave me
stranded. I can only imagine what the dealer would have charged. This time it was the driver's
front door - regulator assembly. Loud bang before they fell. Scared me - thought someone had
thrown a large rock at my vehicle. This is the 3rd to fail within 8 months last 2 on the same day
in July There is still no recall on the spark plug problem, and the regulator assembly problems,
although hundreds, if not thousands, have had the same problem. It's very obvious, it's time to
do something about this!. Window will make a loud noise and drop, unable to bring it up or
closed again. Two weeks prior to now I had to replace the whole track assembly for the window
on the driver's side. Driving down the highway, the window just fell into the door panel. This
could of resulted in a serious accident because of the window just falling! The windows going
down when you are not expecting it is scary. These windows unexpectedly going down can
result in an accident. I feel that there is an engineering defect in these window systems. I have
both original Ford parts that came out of the door panels. I called Ford, but they told me they
can not do anything about this. I was leaving an atm it was raining , I rolled up the drivers
window. When the window reached the top the window fell free fall was more like it in to the
door. We are thankful the window did not break and injure us. Driving my son home from
school, heard a loud pop in the driver's side door, which made me jerk the wheel glad I wasn't
going very fast , then the driver's side window fell into the frame. Dealership claims broken
window regulator. Went online and found hundreds of complaints of the same. Called Ford
complaint number; they very kindly told me there was nothing they could do at this time. Too
many complaints of the same issue to not be on recall list. Driving to church on may 6th, a. On
the interstate traveling 70 mph. I lowered the window about an inch. When I pressed the button
to raise the window a loud pop occurred and the window dropped into the door-well. It scared
everyone in the truck. It was a sunny day. Potential for loss of life is present with this issue.
Inclement weather or blinding debris within the cab could raise the potential for loss of life.
Please petition Ford motor company for a recall on this potentially life threatening issue. For the
third time, I have had a door window drop from a fully closed position to a fully open position. In
doing reseach on the issue, I find that this is a common problem with - model year f crew cabs. I
have read many complaints just like mine, Ford told some people they had way too many
complaints to do anything about a recall on this. Last year the drivers window popped and the
window dropped inside the door I went to Ford bought the cable and regulator and had a
window company replace it. This truck is a the parts are not that old. The contact owns a Ford F
The contact stated that the front driver side window malfunctioned and the window could not be
opened. The contact took the vehicle to a local mechanic where the mechanic replaced the
window regulator motor. The repair did not remedy the issue so the contact took the vehicle
back to the mechanic for a diagnostic test. The test results displayed that the dm module was
defective. The contact did not call the manufacturer. The failure mileage was 80, I have had 2 of
my window regulators go out and I have been doing some research and found out that this is a
common problem. Something needs to be done about this it causes a safety risk since I have
kids and when these windows shatter the glass gets everywhere. I have noticed that the same
slider on both regulators broke in the same place. Please do something about this before
someone's kid or my kids get hurt. Thank you. The first regulator that broke was on the drivers
side. My wife and I came home in her car, my truck was parked in the driveway and we noticed
the window on the drivers side was down and on inspection the glass was down inside the
door. The next time was this Sunday, March 1, , when we got home from church the same thing
happened except it was the passenger side. VIN passed Ford f The passenger in my vehicle
tried rolling up the window while at a stoplight and it would not go up. The window switch will
work to roll the window down but not to roll it up. After approximately 11 months the drivers
side window is doing the same thing, will go down but not up. With the window stuck in the
down position, my vehicle is now exposed to the elements, rain particularly, and I fear the water
from the rain is going to affect the rest of my door switches, and possibly ruin the leather seats
and the power functions for my seats as well. It is a distraction and a hazard to have to drive
with the window down constantly. In June , right passenger window dropped into the door. Had
to replace window regulator assembly. The same happened in the left passenger window in

October , and that window regulator had to be replaced. Told by the dealer that this is common.
The contact owns a Ford f The contact stated that all four window regulators failed and as a
result, she was unable to open or close the window. After several attempts, the window would
open however, it would fail to close. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where all four window
switches were replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The current mileage
was 57, and the approximate failure mileage was 53, If someone dies then maybe. Recall Ford F
power window regulators. Rear drivers passenger window fell down while parked. The third
window down in the last 15 months. We owned a f vehicle. We purchase the vehicle and the
drivers side window's regulated failed a loud sound was heard and the window came down by
itself. We are now out of warranty and with no money to pay for the window. There has being so
many complains in the internet about this particular issue that if the research is done you will
find this is a defect since before the were made. I don't believe that the consumer has to pay for
a manufacture defect of this kind. One failed while I was driving and the other failed while the
truck was parked. I understand there are allot of complaints of this happening but,yet you have
not forced Ford to correct this problem. I own a f 4 door supercrew and all 4 windows regulators
have failed on their own. I had three fail within days of each other about a year ago. Now, today
the fourth one failed. Each time one failed I was driving down the highway at 65 mph and the
window slams down scaring the heck out of me. Luckily I've been able to maintain control of my
truck. The problem is always the steel cable gets kinked up on its own and snaps or kinks up so
bad it can not be reused. Each time its a dollar fix so when I replace this last one I'll be about
dollars out. I finally looked on the internet and found out that this problem is common and Ford
will not own up to their responsibility. I don't know it this is a design flaw by Ford or the
supplier to Ford that makes the window regulator but I do know there has been no recall and
that you cannot buy the parts you need except at Ford parts dealers only. Since Ford doesn't
seem to care to fix this problem I am never buying another Ford. This is unbelievable that Ford
can get away with these junk regulators on my Ford f supercrew!!!!! Ford needs to replace these
before someone else gets hurt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I have a Ford F lariat supercrew 4 door truck.
Each of the past 3 years I've had 3 window regulators break. What breaks is the plastic part that
the cable is connected to. The first 2 window regulators broke quietly while the 3rd one made 2
loud pops and the window fell down. It is now winter and I hope the 4th and final window
doesn't break. The Ford service department told me they are sold as a whole unit,motor,track
and cable. The motors don't go bad, the plastic piece in the track breaks. Currently I have
plastic pvc pipe propping the window up on the 3 windows. Very much an inconvenience when
you drive up to a drive thru window and never know when your windows going to give out.
Power window regulators have a faulty plastic piece in them causing the window to just drop
unexpectantly. I have read in some cases the window breaks. I have had two bad regulators go
out now in an 8 week period and have a four door truck. I'm sure the other two are soon to
follow. I have a Ford f While driving three days ago I heard a loud pop and suddenly my front
passenger side window was gone, it had fallen into the door. The motor still runs, but the
window is stuck in the down position. Today while starting my truck, the driver's side window
did the same thing, a loud pop then the window slid slowly into the door. The motor still runs on
this one as well, but does not move the window. So now I have two windows that are inside the
door that will not go up. I'm not the first to report this problem and surely won't be the last; I
was on my lunch break when I pushed the button to roll down my passenger side rear window
then pow it happened. Yep, the[xxx] window fell inside the door. I proceeded to roll up the
window, but only heard a grinding noise inside the door. Sound familiar?? Ford says it will cost
or so dollars it costs to fix it. I'm going to hold out 'til Ford realizes they've mass produced a
buncha [xxx] parts and has a recall on them! Passenger side window just fell into the door it
appears to be a regulator failure. Car Problems. Power Window problem of the Ford F 1. Power
Window problem of the Ford F 2. Power Window problem of the Ford F 3. Power Window
problem of the Ford F 4. Power Window problem of the Ford F 5. Power Window problem of the
Ford F 6. Power Window problem of the Ford F 7. Power Window problem of the Ford F 8. Power
Window problem of the Ford F 9. Power Window problem of the Ford F Other Common Visibility
related problems of Ford F Wiper problems. Visibility problems. Windshield problems. Rear
Window Defogger problems. Window Regulator Failed problems. Exterior Rearview Mirror
problems. Defogger problems. The driver's side power window was working fine no slow
operation or anything and just refused to come back up the other day. I hate to take it in to a
repair shop because I have yet to find one I trust. What is the most common cause of this
problem? I replaced the relay in hopes of a cheap and easy fix, but no luck there. I can hear it
clicking, but no window motor action. The most common issue is the regulator which is a small
motor that powers the windows. Most likely the regulator has to be replaced. The regulator is
what the window travels up and down in the motor is what rolls it up and down and the switch

powers it. More than likely it is the motor or switch. I f it is any window but the drivers see if it
rolls down by using the drivers switch and then by the door it is in switch. If it works with the
drivers door but not the door that's not working it's the switch in door that's not woring. If it
doesn't work with either door switch it is the motor. ToddS answered 13 years ago. It was the
driver's side, and turns out it was the switch. Brandon answered 6 years ago. Ok I have a f I
have replace both motors window tracks and driver and passenger side switches and still won't
role up or down what else could it be. All of the windows worked perfectly and then suddenly all
stopped and i am having stupid things happen when i push the switch like the door ajar warning
coming on. Any iformation would be helpful. Beth answered 5 years ago. Still having the same
problem. Ideas Gentlemen? Bailey answered 5 years ago. I have a ford truck and cut the wire
harness to the radio to put in a New one now the Windows don't work. Hey we had same prob. I
think there is a bad fuse but the manual is none it is. Is there a place or can you give me some
direction,? Spikemant clear which. Debbie answered 4 years ago. Jhilde answered 4 years ago. I
just purchased an 01 f crew cab. The rocker panels in this truck are rotted out, so I started
checked the wiring connections behind the panel, next to the parking brake. I eventually found
two corroded wires. I fixed these two wires and now only the driver's window doesn't work.
Upon further inspection, the small plastic nipple that touches the contact in the switch had been
melted off. I took a pair of needle nose pliers and bent the contact slightly to make up for the
missing nipple. All windows now work fine. I have a F The windows don't work. If I open the
drivers door the controls work. Do I have a ground problem and where do I look. I've replaced
all four window regulator units over the past two years. The company replaced it and it made
not difference. Swapped switches on back door sto test, no difference. Pulled the master unit
from the drivers door and cleaned all the dirt build-up from it, I tried to pen the assembly but
could not get the switch pack to open. Now the front windows don't work. I suspect he swithc
pack has loose components that I moved and will replace it, but they may not solve the rear
passenger that will lower but not raise. Neil answered 3 years ago. All windows will not operate.
When pushing buttons, the little orange light above the heated mirrors button lights up. Not
sure why this happens. Wanting to know what everyone above did to fix issue. On my 04 F
super crew I have replaced all four window regulators within two years. Then a couple of the
windows stopped working. I replaced the master control switch, which is the switchpack in the
drivers door. That resolved it. Toriando answered 3 years ago. Take the door panel off hit on top
of the regulator whjle pressing the switch up. Jackson answered 3 years ago. I have a 01 crew
cab and none of my Windows go down grounds are good all the switches light up still but
everything els has no power all my relays are good anyone know what my problem is or anyone
know where ide find the main power source? I have a F crew cab. The drivers side rear window
will go down but not up neither drivers and rear door switches. I had to hot wire it to go up, and
then I replaced the switch. The new switch still does not make it go up again, with either switch.
Since it obviously isn't the switch, and I can get it to go up by hot wiring, I assume it isn't the
motor either. Any thoughts????? Bacardi answered 3 years ago. Had the problem about 4 years
ago. It was the wiring in the door. I took out rubber boot was able to splice it back together and
electrical tape it up. No problem since. Zachery answered 3 years ago. I had the problem in my
04 f all 4 of my windows didn't go down. I did some looking online and i found out it was the
ground wire in-between the door and the cab. So if all your windows stop working at once i
would check the wires in-between door and cab. I got an aftermarket one for cheap, but I have
problems with the buttons sticking, or not working sometimes. The point is the master switch
was the problem in this case. I have had to replace all four window regulators due to the motors
failing or cable components breaking. That's usually pretty obvious as the window falls down
into the door. I went with aftermarket products on those and they have performed well. EOS
answered 2 years ago. I have a Expedition and the only one window is operable, front
passenger, and I can operate it from the main control on the drivers side. The rest wont work.
GuruTX87M answered 2 years ago. Ariane answered 2 years ago. Have the same problem on a
Ford F it turned out to be the wiring in the door well the harness that goes from the door in the
truck it was corroded wires. Thomas answered about a year ago. If you drive it for a bit the clock
light comes back ON and your good for another trip out. It is inconsistent? Some times it may
be a week before it happens again. I currently have over , miles on it and the windows still work
but are tempermental GuruHCD2P answered about a year ago. Thomas,Ford uses the same
relay for the radio and power windows,find that weak relay,and likely find your issue,sounds like
it may be weak or getting hot. Guru1WFXD answered about a year ago. My passenger side
window wouldn't roll up with either switch. I unplugged the switches, cleaned the pins with
sandpaper, plugged them back in, and they worked again. Guru1MDWM answered about a year
ago. Deshiroj22 answered about a year ago. Ok real late.. My f super cab windows stopped
working two days ago.. Looked at everything.. Was a 30 amp block type fuse under the hood

that I could barely see the crack.. Pink one farther towards the engine in the box. Hope it helps
someone. Mike answered about a year ago. Deshiro- Mine went out a week ago. Try Replacing
the switch out. Kowboycc answered about a year ago. I have window prob. Same i move the
boot around between door n cab. Windows all work at certain sot. When i let go of boot n shut
door no windows work. Richard answered 11 months ago. KingJoeyRanch answered 10 months
ago. Richard, I would bet that it is the wire harness coming From the drivers front door if you
pull back the rubber boot I bet you find multiple wires that are cut due to the opening and
closing of the door over so many years, my king ranch had the same issue I pulled back to boot
in between 20 and 30 of the wires literally were separated put in a new harness and everything
in the truck started working again,. GuruMSHL8 answered 9 months ago. Same thing here i
replaced fuses and door switches and no luck First the 2passenger windows went out and a
week later the driver side so now none of the windows work. Guru94QRHM answered 5 months
ago. It because of something called the gem module which is behind the fussed panel in the cab
either properly remove it splice a wire in you window harness the gem mod is what make the
auto window function possable. So when it hose bad dosent allow the windows to go down.
Guru9ZDM4G answered 2 months ago. I have an 05 4x4 f lariat, I've replaced the 30 amp fuse
and the regulator but no windows will go up or down. When I hit the driver's side switch the
defrost lights up which is weird. Any suggestions? I hate to take it in to a repair shop because I
have yet to find one I Power door locks quit working. Will unlock, but will not lock. Same on
both doors. What could be the problem? Thankfully it is stuck in the up position. I know that it is
not the switch because all the o Then it will stick in the down position. After slamming the door
shut several times and going down a rough road it will start working again. It may w Content
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it. No big deal right? Well, now my power windows won't work at all, not from the drivers side
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